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A ompa t photon is believed to form sour ed ele tromagneti elds. Dissatisfa tion eli its persistent sear h
for a omprehensive model. Here, I develop and validate
a two fa tor photon fun tion uniting light's relativisti ,
ele tromagneti and thermodynami properties. A gauge
fun tion fa tor imparts lo alized behaviors. It arries the
ele tromagneti eld as a ve tor amplitude to enable onrmed opti al behaviors. These fa tors are shown to be
empiri ally dete ted. Thermodynami onstraint de nes a
standard thermal photon. This standardization eases eld
quantization. The model reveals new photon behaviors.
: photon, light, relativity
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Introdu tion

In a 1926 letter to Nature [1℄ , G. N. Lewis proposed the name
"photon" for dis rete units ontributing to radiant energy trans2011 C. Roy Keys In . { http://redshift.vif. om
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port. He postulated six properties a epted as des ribing an
entity that onveys the ele tromagneti for e. This a eptan e
is illustrated in [2℄ where "photon" has over 460 o urren es.
Opti s [3℄ provides onvin ing eviden e that photons have an
ele tromagneti wave nature. Geometri opti s, photographi
pixel resolution and point-wise di ra tion pattern development
[4℄ show that photons are lo alized in spa e and time. A re ent
review [5℄ des ribes attempts to unify this dual photon nature.
The persistent e ort to nd a physi al photon model re e ts a
on ern that one ompa t representation is ne essary to guide
on i t resolution through experiment and theory re nement.
To date, the e ort has been unsu essful [6, 7℄.
Subsequently, Lewis went on to suggest that photons exist
as Minkowski world light lines where the inde nite metri has
zero length. He proposed a ru ial test in whi h photons were
to be shown absent at destru tive interferen e bands. His proposal was immediately refuted [8℄ so thoroughly that treating
light's relativisti hara ter was forsaken ever sin e. The refutation notes that photon paths onne ting onstru tive interferen e bands pass through destru tive interferen e bands. The
refutation on ludes with a heuristi dual a tion light on ept
heretofore un onsolidated. Here I develop and validate a photon model for whi h dete tor optimization reveals a tion duality.
My photon in orporates light's relativisti , ele tromagneti and
thermodynami properties in a ompa t fun tion expression that
fa ilitates ele tromagneti eld quantization.
The ompa t photon fun tion has two ele tromagneti fa tors. One fa tor is an ele tromagneti gauge fun tion. This
wave equation fun tion is expli itly lo alized to the propagation
dire tion. Se . 1 shows that it embodies the photon's relativisti
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hara ter, and ontributes parti le-like behaviors, but no ele tromagneti eld. The ele tromagneti eld is borne by the
wave equation fun tion as a ve tor amplitude. Se . 2.1 shows
that with this amplitude fa tor the photon fun tion an exhibit
ele tromagneti opti al behaviors. Se . 2.2 shows the photomultiplier and photodiode to be optimized for distin t photon
fun tion fa tor dete tion. Se . 2.3 shows that thermodynami
restri tion de nes Plan k  photons with standard amplitude
peak eld and volume. These an be applied to quantize elds
and to study photon behaviors.
1 Photons in 4-spa e

Consider the Lorenz gauge fun tion () for phase  =
r  at. Fig. 1 shows the -axes are light lines in the photon
4-spa e. For rays on ned to beams with a nite ross-se tion
the Cartesian oordinates (r os 1 ; r os 2; r os 3 ) de ne a ray
dire tion with xed dire tion osines. With this stipulation ()
satis es the homogeneous wave equation
rr tt =a2 = 0:
(1)
In equation (1) the subs ripts denote partial di erentiation and
a is the wave speed. For onstant , 0 =  d = 0 for summation over repeated indi es  2 fr; tg gives
dr
dt

= r ()a:
(2)
Taking r to be the photon momentum and t to be the photon
energy, equation (2) is an energy-momentum relation.
The phases are equation (1) hara teristi variables for whi h
the urves + = (r + at)(r at) have invariant form when
t ( ) = r ( )
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Photon 4-spa e. The gauge fun tion hara teristi s  = r at
are light lines in the generalized 4-spa e. These hara teristi s s ale re ipro ally
by the relativisti Doppler fa tor. So, the +  produ t is invariant when
subje ted to a Lorentz transformation.
Figure 1.

subje ted to the Lorentz transformation
r = (r0 a t0 );
(3)
at = (at0
r0 )
i 2(1 2) = 1. When subje ted to the equation (3) transformation, the phases  s ale by the fa tor (1  ). If this
s ale fa tor is taken to be a Doppler fa tor, the phase states
 = 2= are Lorentz invariant when  = a= is a relative rest wavelength that s ales with the Doppler fa tor for the
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orresponding . With this Doppler designation, v = a represents a relative speed between two oordinate frames originating
on the ray des ribed by r.
These results are illustrated for the representative wave equation fun tion
(  ) = (~=2 )[sin  +  ℄
(4)
where } is the Plan k onstant h over 2. Equation (4) has
been normalized to have energy h when integrated over the 
interval [ ; ℄. The equation (4) term linear in  prevents
the spatial and temporal dependen ies from being assigned to
separate fa tors. It also numeri ally distinguishes (  ) with
di erent  values, but gives
t = } [ os  + 1℄;
(5)
r = (}=a)[ os  + 1℄:
Equations (5) satisfy equation (2).
1.1 Quantization Even though the equation (4) energy is h
when integrated over one full  phase state period, the energy
is not quantized in the sense that only dis rete energy values
are allowed. When, however, equation (4) photons are avity
on ned, only those satisfying spe i geometry dependent onditions are self-sustaining. If these must have zero energy at
the avity boundary no energy will be lost there. For a spheri al avity with radius R, the photons are self-sustaining for
(L; t) = (2m + 1) where m+
+ (L; t) = (2m+ + 1) and
and m are integers and L denotes the avity boundary at R or
R. If these onditions are satis ed instantaneously by the inoming wave and its outgoing spe ular re e tion at the boundary the time an be eliminated from the phases. This yields
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+ 1. Sin e the
phase state periods an be numbered independently, n  0 assures n  0. The avity states for equation (4) photons have an
n = 0 ground state with zero energy. Like quantum harmoni osillators, however, the avity states exhibit a xed h1 = ha=2R
energy hange between su essive states. As R ! 1, h1 ! 0
and state spe trum be omes a ontinuum.
1.2 Spin Fig. 1 shows that in s attering at the oordinate
origin an in oming wave with phase + ould emerge with unhanged phase or hange to a wave with phase  . Similarly,
an in oming wave with phase  ould emerge with un hanged
phase or hange to a wave with phase +. Equation (5) gives
2h=a as the full wave period momentum hange for su h s attering. Multiplied by the wave speed a and divided by the angular frequen y 2 this be omes an angular momentum hange.
In 1931 Raman and Bhagavantam [9℄ developed sele tion rules
for mole ular spin transitions produ ed by s attered photons
with spins having possible 2-state transitions like those just des ribed for the photon phase. The authors used photographi ally determined intensities for s attered light to validate the
sele tion rules and, thus, a spin for photons.
2 Photon Behaviors

Sin e no transverse elds an be obtained from equations (5)
as gauge potentials, the equation (4) photon wave equation fun tion must be augmented to exhibit ele tromagneti behaviors.
For this, we are guided by well established observations.
2.1 De e tion When light is dire ted at a plane interfa e
between to diele tri s, some is re e ted and the balan e trans2011 C. Roy Keys In . { http://redshift.vif. om
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Photon refra tion. Photons in a medium with wave speed a1 re e t
from and propagate through an interfa e with another medium in whi h the
wave speed is a2 .
Figure 2.

mitted. For the s heme shown in Fig. 2, the angles spe ifying
the ray dire tions satisfy the Snell refra tion law
sin 1 = sin 3 = sin 2 :
(6)
a1

a1

a2

Multiplying through by h gives an expression that equates photon momentum omponents in the interfa e.
Wave amplitudes must satisfy boundary onditions at the
interfa e. In opti s the amplitude relations are given by the
Fresnel formulas [3℄. Atta hing these amplitudes to the equa2011 C. Roy Keys In . { http://redshift.vif. om
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Photon di ra tion. Lloyd's mirror on guration in whi h light from
a point sour e S interferes with light from its virtual image in the x-axis mirror
plane. The path length di eren e for the two rays in the gure is D = 2dy=L
when the sour e distan e d and viewing s reen interse tion y above the mirror
are mu h smaller than the x-axis distan e from sour e to s reen L. This
ontributes Æ = 2D= to the phase di eren e at the viewing point.
Figure 3.

tion (4) photon wave equation fun tion then attributes all opti s
behaviors to photons. These in lude the Brewster law for polarizing angle, expressions for re e ting power, total re e tion
with  phase hange at grazing in iden e and interferen e. The
Lloyd's mirror on guration shown in Fig. 3 illustrates these
behaviors. Ex ept for the ele tromagneti eld reversal at grazing in iden e, a z-axis line sour e at S near the mirror plane
would be analogous to the Thomas Young double-slit experiment. Intensity at the viewing point an be taken to be that
orroborated in [10℄ for 560 nm syn hrotron radiation. The rst
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order fringe has an intensity nearly four times that observed
with the mirror removed. Higher order fringes fade to a ba kground intensity twi e the no mirror intensity. These suggest
two photon interferen e. High order fade is expe ted for nite
length photons. For these, temporal overlap de reases as the
dire t and re e ted path lengths diverge with in reasing fringe
order. Also, photons polarized in the plane ontaining the in ident and re e ted rays will exhibit enhan ed fade attributable
to ele tri eld divergen e. For the experiment these e e ts are
in luded in an e e tive beam ross-se tion, but the syn hrotron
results indi ate that photon behaviors may be extra table from
many photon beams.
2.2 Dete tion Sin e the photon fun tion's ve tor amplitude
is asso iated with a phase that designates lo ation on the Poynting ve tor, it is appropriate to asso iate the wave equation fun tion phase state with lo ation on a ve tor for spatially positioning the Poynting ve tor. Sin e these spatial ve tors are independent, their asso iated phases will be independent as well. Coneptually, then, the relation between the wave equation fun tion
and its ele tromagneti eld amplitude should be taken as physi ally asso iative rather than numeri ally multipli ative. In the
extreme ases where one phase is held onstant while the other
runs freely, phase independen e imparts duality to the photon
fun tion. However, photon pairs intera t only when they are
spatially oin ident and have equal phase state values.
The equation (4) wave equation fun tion's ele tromagneti
eld amplitude and its equation (5) parti le-like energy and
momentum re e t qualitatively distin t physi al behaviors for
whi h dete tors are optimized. In [4℄ the simultaneous Ma hZehnder interferometer output signals from a photodiode and
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photomultiplier for a green laser pointer sour e are presented.
Signals are dete ted in parallel planes. With the path length in
one interferometer arm altered periodi ally using a piezotransdu er-mounted mirror, both dete tors exhibit syn hronized, periodi signal modulation above unspe i ed base values. The
photomultiplier signal interferen e-like modulation orroborates
the equation (4) wave equation fun tion wave nature. Its orresponden e with the photodiode signal shows fa tor wavelength
equality. Furthermore, the observed syn hrony implies some
phase lo king between photon fa tors that is most likely light
sour e dependent. An appropriately pla ed retarder should allow interplane syn hrony o set.
Be ause prior lassi al photon models fail to des ribe the
photomultiplier parti le-like response with a wave-like interferen e hara ter, attempts have been made to treat photons using
quantum me hani s whi h su essfully treats duality for massive
parti les. The e ort does not work well for massless photons.
A token interferen e-like response does result, however, if the
photomultiplier dete tion probability is proportional to the time
average energy imparted by photons from the two interferometer
paths. For photons with the equation (5) energy fun tion, this
average energy is greatest when the photons arrive simultaneously but de reases as arrival delay in reases. This result shows
that a valid photon model an suggest plausible explanations
that would otherwise es ape dis overy.
2.3 Radiation In applying the equation (4) photon wave
equation fun tion to des ribe photon emergen e from sour ed
elds, we must address two omplementary problems:
 What eld amplitude is arried by a photon fun tion? and
 What photon spe trum is asso iated with a eld point?
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To address the rst problem, onsider linearly polarized photons
with wavelength . The eld amplitude E is found by equating
the time average ux 0 E2 =2, 0 being the ele tri onstant, and
va uum light speed times the energy density. For a photon
with e e tive volume V at wavelength  this gives
E2 = 2(h =)=(0 V )
(7)
where h is the Plan k onstant. The Plan k law at absolute
temperature T has a universal form des ribed by the dimensionless parameter u = h=kT where k is the Boltzmann onstant.
When divided by u to remove the photon energy, the Plan k law
spe tral ux has a maximum value at
u = 1:59 = h =(kT ):
(8)
Although suggestively lose to the lassi al average kineti energy fa tor for a nonintera tive parti le system, the numeri al
value for u is illusory. If state o upation were Maxwellian,
the value would be 2. The spe tral ux, itself, has the value
0:159T 4 at u where  is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant. If
the Plan k law is applied to single photons, this spe tral ux
de nes an e e tive single Plan k  photon volume given by
V = (h =)=(0:159T 4) = 0:9763 :
(9)
This impli itly equates the wavelengths for photon amplitude
and wave equation fun tion. Values for these properties are
presented in Table 1 for  values that in lude the visible range.
The values for E and V de ned by equations (7) and (9)
are value standards for thermal photons from a bla kbody at
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( - frequen y;  - wavelength; E - peak ele tri

h
eV



E

nm V/m
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eld; V - volume)

V
m3

8.

155

8.91

0.004

4.

310

2.23

0.029

2.

620

0.56

0.233

1.

1240

0.14

1.87

0.5

2480

0.03

14.9

temperature T given by equation (8). With su h standards it is
now possible to study how photons with other wavelengths at
T ompare with the standard or how photons at other T values
ompare with the standard. The model allows su h questions to
be onsidered for empiri al evaluation based on the properties
presented in the table. These are onsistent with eld strength
and e e tive volume required for photon-like behavior for visible
wavelengths. In parti ular the eld at 2 eV produ es a potential
insuÆ ient to ionize a 1 A diameter atom and yet the e e tive
volume allows observed spatial resolution. Re ent measurements
[11℄ using opropagating laser beams have allowed the transverse
ele tri elds to be determined for a few y le, linearly polarized laser light pulse. The eld was re onstru ted from measured kineti energy spe tra for ele trons deta hed from neon
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atoms (EI = 21:6 eV) by a opropagating XUV (93 eV) burst.
Together, the above equations predi t that  2  104 photons
would be required for the  7  107 V/ m eld found at 750 nm.
These equations also predi t that the XUV photons do not arry
an ele tri eld suÆ iently large to produ e the observed photoionization. These results learly demonstrate that photons exhibit two qualitatively di erent intera tion modes with matter.
The amplitude intera ts ele tromagneti ally; the wave equation
fun tion intera ts energeti ally. Importantly, as wavelength inreases the energy density de reases and the photon be omes
more purely ele tromagneti .
The measured frequen y spe trum for whi h the transverse
ele tri eld was measured suggests eld quantization may be
a possible solution to our se ond problem. For this the oefient at ea h frequen y in the ele tri eld spe tral fun tion
at a parti ular spa e point is repla ed with suÆ ient photons
to provide that frequen y's ele tri eld. When two photons
have the same equation (4) wave equation fun tion, ea h will
transport an h energy quanta in a full wave period and the
omposite will behave as a photon pair with twi e the energy.
But the omposite may be a subtle re ombination. For example
the photons Ex j + > and Ey j + > ould ombine to give
?
Ex j + > +Ey j + > ()
= 2Exy j + >
(10)
where Ex, Ey and Exy have the equation (7) magnitude in the
x, y and x + y oordinate dire tions. The photons in this equation onserve number and energy. But, be ause equation (7)
amplitude quantization invalidates the distributive law, the two
forms give di erent light intensity ontributions. Sin e light intensity is proportional to the time average squared ele tri eld,
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the left-hand side light intensity ontribution is proportional to
the photon number while the right-hand ontribution is proportional to the photon number squared. Another important
example des ribes onversion between two paired linearly polarized photons and two ir ularly polarized photons. If either
polarization is not primitive, it ould only be observed to rea t
with the energy borne by a pair. Su h behavior reality an only
be veri ed by experiment. If these e e ts are real, however, they
will add sto asti ity to quantized elds.
Con lusion

Sour ed ele tromagneti elds an be quantized by a two
fa tor photon fun tion with the 1926 Lewis properties. Relativisti properties are determined by a gauge fun tion fa tor dependent on a 2-state phase. Ele tromagneti elds are onveyed
by the amplitude fa tor. Laboratory ondition thermodynami s allows Plan k  photon volume and peak ele tri eld to
be de ned for eld quantization. This quantitative uni ation
lo alized in energy, momentum, spa e and time is behaviorally
valid. Furthermore, the ompound fun tion provides for photon
duality: when the wave equation phase state is onstant photon
behavior is hara terized by the ele tromagneti eld amplitude;
when the ele tromagneti amplitude is onstant photon behavior is hara terized by the wave equation fun tion phase state.
Our dete tors are optimized to separate these photon behaviors.
This duality allows photon intensity to vanish without photon
destru tion and allows ele tromagneti elds to be formed from
photons with quantized amplitudes.
The model an guide future study. The presentation suggests
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that linear polarization primitivity, photon polarization state
inter onversion and asso iation with phase state, transition to
intensities where the Malus osine-squared law applies, phase
state dependen e on relative speed and Plan k law dependen e
on pressure be examined experimentally. High priority should be
given to determining whether linear and ir ular polarizations
are single photon states or only higher energy paired photon
states. The model is open to spheri al oordinate extension for
osmi distan es.
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